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Introduction

Collection title: Papers of F. Stansfield
Reference code: GB-0033-SAD
Dates of creation: [1950s-1970s]
Extent: 1 box
Repository:  Durham University Library, Archives and Special Collections
Creator: F. Stansfield
Language of material: English

Frank Stansfield
(d. 2003)

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Organic Chemistry, University of Khartoum1956-1974
Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Organic Chemistry, University of Ahmadu
Bello, Nigeria

1974-1979

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Organic Chemistry, University of Gezira,
Wad Medani

1979-1981

Accession details
Presented by Ms Corinne Roberts, 2004

Arrangement
1. Photographic Material
(i) Photographs
(ii) Slides

Form of citation
Material in the Sudan Archive is given a reference number, which is unique across the
collections of papers. Usually it is not necessary to give the name of the person or
organisation within which collection the item is found, although it may be convenient to do
so.
The short form of citation should be GB-0033-SAD.reference number
Most printed references take the form: SAD.reference number .
To order items in the searchroom, use the collection reference code(s), derived by removing
the repository code (GB-0033-), followed by the reference number. Citing the section of the
finding aid is useful.
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1. Photographic Material

1 (i). Photographs
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/1-51;

SAD.332/3/3 Photographs taken during F. Stansfield's time in the Sudan. The
numbers on the photographs are recorded here in brackets and
correspond with the captions listed in SAD.346/4/1-10:

1956 Sep 17SAD.342/1/1
(1) Group photograph of the staff of the Faculty of Science,
University of Khartoum, taken to mark the occasion of the
resignation of Prof. N.F. Astbury, Dean of the Faculty. on his
return to the UK.
4th row (top) (from l-r): Laboratory Assistant, Physics (1);
Laboratory Attendant (2); Wadedi, Physics student (3); `Abd
al-Hakkim, Laboratory Assistant, Physics (4); `Abd al-Rahman,
student (later Registrar for Student Admissions) (5); Ghriballa,
student (6), cleaners (7,8,9), student/technician (10)
3rd row (from l-r): Girgis, Egyptian lecturer, Botany Department
(11); Egyptian lecturer, Botany or Zoology Department (12);
Muhammad al-Tayib, Faculty Clerk (13); Fu'ad `Abd al-Salam,
Head Faculty Workshop (14); Technician (15); Kostos Petros,
Greek 4th year student (16), student? (17), Sayyid al-Dien Hamid,
4th year student (later Head of Geology) (18); [?] (19); Nabil
Kronfli, student (20); Al-Radis(?), Laboratory Assistant, Physics
(21); Philip Moseley (22); Dr. Al-Sharwi, Egyptian Lecturer in
Chemistry (23).2nd row (from l-r): Dr. F. Stansfield, Lecturer in
Chemistry (25); Dr. Sadit Girgis, Egyptian Lecturer in Zoology
(26); Dr. Ali Muhammad Kheir, Lecturer in Chemistry (27); Mr
Barr, Lecturer in Physics (28); Mr Rudlar, New Zealand Lecturer
in Physics (29); Uthman, Laboratory Assistant, Botany (30);
Laboratory Assistant, Physics (31); Ibrahim, 4th year student in
Physics and Mathematics (32); student, Physics (33); `Abd
al-Gadir ̀ Abd al-Karim, Teaching Assistant, Botany (34); Bashir,
Chief Technician, Physics (35); Dr. Ibrahim Hamoda, Egyptian
Lecturer in Physics (36); Austin Higgins, Lecturer in Mathematics
(37); Egyptian Lecturer in Botany (38)
Front row (from l-r): Dr Sidrak, Egyptian Lecturer in Mathematics
(39); Prof. Sandon, Head of Zoology (40); Prof. Mikki Shibeika,
Professor of History and Deputy Chair of Council (41); Prof.
Michael Grant, Vice-Chancellor (42); Dr. `Abd al Halim
Muhammad, Physician, Director of Khartoum Civil Hospital and
Chair of Council (43); Prof. N.F. Astbury, Head and Dean of
Physics (44), [Mrs Astbury or Mrs Henry?] (45), Prof. A.J. Henry,
Head of Chemistry (46); G.C. Wood, Registrar (47); Prof. K.
McLay, Head of Botany (48); Miss Farida Ishak, Teaching
Assistant, Botany (49); Prof. Rzoka (Czech) Head of Marine
Biology (50)
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1960-1961SAD.332/3/3
(4) Group photograph (mounted) of the staff of the Chemistry
Department, University of Khartoum on the occasion of the
farewell party for Professor Muller, Head of Chemistry, featuring,
back row (from l-r): Hasan, Technician (1); `Abd al-Mutalib,
Laboratory Attendant (2); Laboratory Attendant (3); `Ali,
Laboratory Assistant (4); Momoun `Ali Uthman, Teaching
Assistant (5); Muhammad al-Mahdi, Laboratory Assistant,
Storekeeper and Demonstrator (6); Laboratory Attendant (7).
Front row (from l-r): Seif al-Dowla ̀ Abd al-Rahan, Assistant Chief
Technician (8); Herbert Neal, Chief Technician (9); F. Stansfield,
Senior Lecturer/Reader (10); Professor Doleib Muhammad
al-Madhi, Senior Lecturer in Chemistry (11), Dr Al-Shrawi, Senior
Lecturer (12); Mrs Al-Shrawi (13); Prof. J. Muller, Head of
Chemistry (14); Dr. A. Azzam, Senior Lecturer in Chemistry (15);
Dr. M. Taha, Senior Lecturer in Chemistry (16); Dr. A. Salama,
Senior Lecturer in Chemistry (17); and Dr. Philip Moseley,
Teaching Assistant
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/2
(6) University of Khartoum staff, including F. Stansfield (far right)
[1950s]SAD.342/1/3
(7) Sudanese policemen, pre independence, northern Sudan
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/4
(8) British officials overseeing the construction of a building
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/5
(9) Northern Sudanese men
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/6
(10) British officials, including F. Stansfield (left), in conversation
in a suq
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/7
(11) Men and boys in a northern Sudanese village
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/8
(12)F. Stansfield (with back to camera), possibly in conversation
with Ahmad Dreij, Faculty of Arts, University of Khartoum, who
was from a family of tribal chiefs in western Sudan
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/9
(13) Sudanese airstrip staff in front of helicopter
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/10
(14) Young Sudanese men with helicopter in background,
possibly Red Sea hills
[1950s]SAD.342/1/11
(15) Sudanese policemen, in pre-independence uniforms
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/12
(16) British officials on a trip, including F. Stansfield (far right)
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/13
(17) Sudanese boy with tribal scarring
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/14
(18) Qubbah
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/15
(19) Sudanese [officials?] in conversation
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[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/16
(20) Elderly Sudanese man
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/17
(21) Northern Sudanese town, with police station in the distance
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/18
(22) Sudanese prisoners working for the government
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/19
(23) Sudanese men in front of brick building
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/20
(24) Sudanese merchants in northern Sudanese village, with
minaret in the background
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/21
(25) Sudanese man on a camel with woman dressed in black
abaya, Darfur
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/22
(26) Suq
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/23
(27) Waterfall, possibly Jabal Marra
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/24
(28) Sudanese men collecting specimens on a botanical field
trip
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/25
(29) Two Sudanese men and one European man, probably
university staff
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/26
F. Stansfield with Sudanese men, probably on a field trip
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/27
(60) University of Khartoum chemistry undergraduate students:
(from l-r): ̀ Uthman Disogi, Ghariballa Yusif, Ramzy Atietalla and
Al-Tyeb
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/28-29
(61-62) Audience at a University of Khartoum graduation
ceremony
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/30
(63) Group of British people, mostly women and children, but
also including F. Stansfield (2nd from right), on a balcony,
possibly Erkowit
1956SAD.342/1/31-33
(64-66) Christian Society picnic group at the crop and forest
gardens in Gereif on the Blue Nile, including (amongst others):
Saleeb, Lecturer in Architecture, P. Moseley, Chemistry student,
Themes Helmis, Greek student of the Arts Faculty, Kesseis
(Greek) undergraduate student, F. Stansfield, G. Boutros,
Engineering student, British lecturer in History, and J. Baladi,
medical student
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/34
(67) F. Stansfield and two Sudanese men, probably university
staff
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[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/35-37
(68-70) Sudan Defence Force marching past the mudiriyah, Port
Sudan
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/38-39
(71-72) F. Stansfield in the middle of a crowd of Sudanese
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/40
(73) F. Stansfield on board a felucca on the River Nile
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/41
(74) F. Stansfield (far right) relaxing with Sudanese friends
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/42
(75) Group of University of Khartoum staff and students, including
Prof. Potter (far right), Department of Architecture
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/43
(76) Group of University of Khartoum staff and students, probably
beside the Blue Nile at Gereif, including P. Moseley, E. Raphael
(Science student), El Amin Tati (Law student), F. Stansfield, and
J. Baladi
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/44
(85) Four members of University of Khartoum staff
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/45
(86) Group of Sudanese students and lecturer in the chemistry
laboratory, University of Khartoum
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/46
(87) Large group of University of Khartoum staff and students
at a Christian Society picnic at the crop and forest gardens in
Gereif on the Blue Nile, including (amongst others): Dr. Hamuda,
Physics (third from left)
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/47
(88) University of Khartoum Chemistry staff, including Prof.
Mustafa Hasan, Souad (Chemistry teaching assistant), Prof.
Sa`ad Wassif (Egyptian lecturer in Chemistry), Ramsky Attatala
(student), ̀ Uthman Dissougi (student), Ghariballa Yusif (student)
and Magadam Muhammad Ahmad
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/48
(89) Tea party for an external examiner, probably the University
of Khartoum Staff Club
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/49
(90) Picnic, including Dr. F. Stansfield (second from left)
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/50
(91) Crowd of policemen and officials at a cermonial event
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/1/51
(92) University of Khartoum Botany Department staff members
on a field trip

[1974-1979]SAD.332/3/1-2;
SAD.342/2/1-33 Photographs taken during F. Stansfield's time in Nigeria:

[1974-1979?]SAD.332/3/1
(2) F. Stansfield and a Nigerian man, probably taken at the
Ahmadu Bello University (mounted)
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1978 Oct 6SAD.332/3/2
(3) Portrait photograph of a Nigerian couple (mounted). Photo
by Ambassador Photos, Samaru.
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/1
(5, 53) Nigerian graduate with his son
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/2
(30) Nigerian boy, Muzia
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/3
(31) Nigerian boys, including Muzia
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/4
(32) F. Stansfield and Nigerian men near a village
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/5
(33) Market in unidentified village, Nigeria (x4)
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/6
(33a) Soldier in front of government building in unidentified village
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/7
(33b) F. Stansfield and colleagues walking through unidentified
village
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/8
(33c) University staff loading up truck in village
1977-1978SAD.342/2/9-12
(34-37) Group photographs, probably staff from the Ahmadu
Bello University, Nigeria
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/13
(38) Group photograph, including F. Stansfield (front row, centre)
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/14
(39) F. Stansfield with Nigerian family
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/15
(40) F. Stansfield and a Nigerian man
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/16-17
(41, 54) Group photograph of staff from the Ahmadu Bello
University, Nigeria
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/18-21
(42-43,46,51) University staff with Buchi evaporator
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/22-25
(44,47-49) Nigerian couples at a party
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/26
(45) Nigerian group
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/27
(50) Nigerians in a canteen
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/28-29
(52) Nigerian wedding party
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/30
(52) Nigerian boys, `Abd Allahi Muhammad and Zakaria
Muhammad
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/31
(54) Nigerian graduate in academic gown
[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/32
(55) Nigerian band playing, possibly in front of tourists
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[1974-1979?]SAD.342/2/33
(56) Postcard of the University Tower and Assembly Hall,
Ahmadu Bello University, Nigeria

[1900s]SAD.342/3/1-9
Commercially-produced postcards of the Sudan, including:

[1900s]SAD.342/3/1
(77a) Red Sea Hotel, Port Sudan (D.P. Chryssides, no. 57)
[1900s]SAD.342/3/2
(77b) Red Sea Hotel, Port Sudan (Karakashian Bros, no. 879)
[1900s]SAD.342/3/3
(78) Jabal Aulia Dam on the White Nile (Karakashian Bros)
[1900s]SAD.342/3/4
(79) Camel train carrying bundles of firewood, probabbly Port
Sudan (D.P. Chryssides, no. 14)
[1930s-1940s]SAD.342/3/5
(80) Railway passing through the Red Sea Hills (Karakashian
Bros, no. 842)
[1950s-1960s]SAD.342/3/6
(81) Khartoum University main building, with the library in the
centre and Physics Department to the right of the picture
(postcard attached to Christmas card)
[ca. 1960s]SAD.342/3/7
(82) Khartoum University examination hall, designed by Professor
Potter, professor of architecture (postcard attached to Christmas
card)
[1900s]SAD.342/3/8
(83) The Palace of the Governor General, Khartoum
(Karakashian Bros, no. 2
[1930s-1940s]SAD.342/3/9
(84) Pupils lined up in front of Gordon College main building
(G.N. Morhig, no. 52)

[2000s]SAD.346/4/1-10
Handwritten captions for the photographs, including notes and
identifications, by Prof. John Twidell, former colleague of Dr. Stansfield
at the University of Khartoum (these captions have formed the basis
of the catalogue descriptions above)

(ii) Slides
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/1-347/2/6
Box 1 of F. Stansfield's colour slides, mostly of the Sudan:

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/1
Hadanduwah men in conversation with British man [D. Ewen?],
holding camera (1/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/2
Buildings, including mosque, Red Sea Coast (2/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/3
Sudanese man with donkey and cart (3/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/4
Red Sea landscape (4/1)
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[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/5
Village, Red Sea area (5/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/6
Garden, Red Sea area (6/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/7,11,15
British visitors to suq and government offices, northern Sudan
(7/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/8
Tennis court, Red Sea area (8/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/9
Vegetation, incluidng euphorbias, Red Sea area (9/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/10
View of Suakin fro the causeway (10/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/12
View of Red Sea Hills and coastline (12/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/13
Meeting between expatriate university staff [including D. Ewen?]
and Hadandowah people (13/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/14
Expatriate and Sudanese university staff map-reading in front
of brick wall (14/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/16
Sudanese Fire Brigade, Red Sea area (16/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/17
Village, Red Sea Hills, photographed during a holiday visit (17/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/18
View of Red Sea Hills (18/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/19
Dick Ewen, University of Khartoum, with Sudanese student on
a trip (19/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/1/20
Dick Ewen, University of Khartoum, and another member of
university staff on a trip in the Red Sea Hills (20/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/1
Three men, including Hasan, an athletics tutor at the University
of Khartoum, in a sailing boat (21/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/2
Hasan, an athletics tutor at the University of Khartoum, in a
sailing boat (22/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/3
Sports event, expatriates v Sudanese, probably University of
Khartoum sports ground (23/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/4
British expatriate staff gathered on a verandah (24/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/5
A typical University of Khartoum house, under construction (25/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/6
Erkowit Hotel (26/1)
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[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/7-347/3/18
Box 2 of F. Stansfield's colour slides, mostly of the Sudan, including:

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/7
Mud brick buildings in a northern Sudanese village (1/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/8
Interior of F. Stansfield's house (2/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/9
University student hostel, probably Blue or White Nile (3/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/10
Chemistry Department staff standing outside the old Science
block, probably on the occasion of a farewell party to the Egyptian
expatriate staff member Dr. Al-Sha'rawi. Front row (l-r): H. Nield
(Chief Technician); Mrs Al-Sha'rawi; Professor J. Miller, Head
of Department; Dr Al-Sha'rawi (Egyptian Lecturer in General
Chemistry); Dr M. Taha (Egyptian Lecturer in Organic Chemistry);
Dr. A. Azzam (Egyptian Lecturer in Physical Chemistry); Mamoun
`Uthman (recent graduate, Demonstrator); Muhammad al-Mahdi
(Laboratory Assistant in charge of stores). Back row (from l-r):
Ali Shama, Laboratory Assistant; `Abd al-Rahman (Assistant
Chief Technician); Saif al-Dawla; `Abd al-Latif (?); unidentified
Laboratory Assistant; M.M. Ahmad (Laboratory Assistant);
[Hasan?] (Laboratory Assistant); A. Abdoun (Laboratory
Assistant); Dr A. Salama (Egyptian Lecturer in General
Chemistry) (4/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/11
Holiday trip, probably Northern Sudan, including Sudanese
policeman in pre-independence uniform (5/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/12-13
Holiday trip, Meroë pyramids, Northern Sudan (6/2 & 7/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/14
University student hostel on main campus, Blue/White Nile (8/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/15-16
Boat trip, [Hasan?], athletics tutor, perhaps with Stansfield's
friend Dick Ewen (9/2, 23/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/2/17-20
Gordon Memorial College (x4) (10/2, 19/2, 24/2, 26/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/1-3
Garden, probably at F. Stansfield's house, Hai Al-Matar (x3)
(11/2, 14/2, 21/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/4-5
Verandah, F. Stansfield's house (12/2, 32/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/6
F. Stansfield's Sudanese friends (13/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/7-8
View across the Blue Nile from Khartoum (15/2, 22/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/9-10
Sports event in the University of Khartoum grounds (16/2 & 20/2)
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[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/11-12
Tennis match in the former British barracks in Khartoum (17/2,
31/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/13-17
University staff house, probably F. Stansfield's (18/2, 27/2-30/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/18
Farewell function in quadrangle of the Gordon Memorial College
(25/2)

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/19-347/5/1
Box 3 of F. Stansfield's colour slides, mostly of the Sudan, including:

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/3/19-20;
347/4/1-7 Wood [U.K.?] (1/3-3/3,14/3,16/3-20/3)

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/8-9
Gardens, [UK?] (x2) (4/3-5/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/10
F. Stansfield's friend's house, [UK?] (6/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/11-12
Boat trip with Sudanese students and police guard escort (7/3,
12/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/13
Mud huts, northern Sudan (8/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/14
[Erkowit?] scenery (9/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/15
[Alamanda flowers?] in garden [in Sudan?] (10/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/16-18
Lillies, Erkowit (x3) (11/3,13/3,15/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/19
Possibly Dick Ewen takin gphotographs of Hadandowah men in
suq at Erkowit (21/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/4/20
Hotel garden in Erkowit (22/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/1
Stela at Axum (23/3)

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/2-347/7/8
Box 4 of F. Stansfield's colour slides, mostly of the Sudan, including:

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/2,4
Group of university staff and students at Karima, Northern Sudan
(1/4, 3/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/3
British Army badges picked out in stone on hillside above Sinkat
(2/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/5
Garden [U.K.?] (4/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/6
Ruins, possibly old dam, Sudan (5/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/7-9
Old government building, probably Turkish, place unknown (x3)
(6/4, 25/4-26/4)
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[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/10-11,14
Red Sea Hills (?) (7/4, 8/4, 11/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/12
Monastery of St Simeon, Aswan (9/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/13
Front elevation of Gordon Memorial College, Khartoum, with
palm-lined pathway (10/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/15-16
Abu Simbel, Egypt (12/4 & 13/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/17
Ruins of fortifications overlooking the Nile (14/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/18
[Nile steamer?] (15/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/5/19-20
Ruins, [Northern Sudan?] (16/4, 17/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/1
Boat trip on the Nile (18/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/2
View of the [Red Sea Hills?] from a rest house terrace (19/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/3
Group of northern Sudanese men and boys in jallabiyahs (20/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/4-5
Red Sea area (21/4-22/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/6
Archaeological ruins, northern Sudan (23/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/7
Ancient tomb, northern Sudan (24/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/8
Tea party in the Gordon Memorial College quadrangle onthe
occasion of departure of Dr. Sha'rawi from the Chemistry
Department (27/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/9
Field trip vehicle in readiness for departure (28/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/10
Nile cataracts (29/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/11-19
[Ethiopian?] views (30/4-38/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/6/20
[Suez Canal?] (39/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/1
[Staff of the University of Khartoum?] on the bank of the Nile
(40/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/2
Street scene, northern Sudan (41/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/3
Mahdi's tomb, Omdurman (42/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/4
Shaded archway in the Muhafaza, Suakin (43/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/5
[Painting?], Ethiopia (44/4)
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[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/6
Sudanese flag (pre-Nimayri), flying from the back of a boat (45/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/7
View of Red Sea Hills (46/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/8
British expatriates in northern Sudan suq (47/4)

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/9-347/8/19
Box 5 of F. Stansfield's colour slides, mostly of the Sudan, including:

[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/9
Sports event, probably high jump, University of Khartoum
grounds (5/1)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/10
Wedding reception, Khartoum (5/2)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/11
Bride and groom [possibly Mr Donald Saville?], British lecturer
in Physics (5/3)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/12
Expatriate staff, possibly from the University of Khartoum, on
camel back during a vacation trip to Erkowit (5/4)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/13-14
Landscapes, possibly Red Sea or western Sudan (5/5, 5/6)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/15
F. Stansfield's cook and gardener, Ibrahim, Khartoum (5/7)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/16
Flower growing in rocky crevice, possibly Red Sea Hills (5/8)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/17
Dick Ewen with a group of students from the University of
Khartoum on a field trip (5/9)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/18
Landscape, [Red Sea Hills?]
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/19
F. Stansfield with his mother in his garden (5/11)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/7/20
Archaeological site close to the Nile (5/12)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/1
Sudanese man standing in unidentified desert landscape (5/13)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/2
Distant view of hills, northern Sudan
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/3-4
River Nile scenes (5/15, 5/21)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/5
Map of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan (5/16)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/6
Aswan monastery (5/17)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/7
Sudanese men working at ancient site, [Wadi Halfa?] (5/18)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/8
Hadanduwah man, Red Sea area (5/19)
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[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/9
Drawings on rocky hill side [Red Sea?] (5/20)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/10
Ruins at Meroë (5/22)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/11
[?St Simeon's Monastery, Aswan] (5/23)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/12
University of Khartoum expatriate staff member and George
Iskander, Stansfield's PhD student, sitting on a rocky outcrop
(5/24)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/13
Red Sea Hills flora (5/25)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/14
Red Sea Hills vegetation (5/26)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/15
University of Khartoum British staff on a trip (5/27)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/16
University of Khartoum student hostel, the [White Nile?] (5/28)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/17
View of Omdurman from across the Nile (5/29)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/18
The Throne Hall, Old Dongola (5/30)
[1960s-1970s]SAD.347/8/19
Flat scrubland, northern Sudan (5/31)

[2000s]SAD.346/5/1-11
Handwritten captions for the slides, including notes and identifications,
by Prof. John Twidell and Dr Philip Moseley, former colleagues of Dr.
Stansfield at the University of Khartoum (these captions have formed
the basis of the catalogue descriptions above)
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